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Abstract—This paper reports on a power-delay proﬁle measurement campaign emulating a mobile vehicleto-infrastructure urban-highway environment. The measured location is in the city of Brno, Czech Republic. Utilizing a correlative 50 GS/s time-domain channel sounder
with a center frequency of 59.6 GHz and 8 GHz bandwidth and with open-ended WR15 waveguide antennas,
we characterize the representative millimeter wave radio
channels in terms of the RMS delay spread and its
variability caused by mobile scatterers (i.e., vehicles).
The RMS delay spread exhibits notable heteroscedasticity as its standard deviation can decrease by 40%. The
measured high resolution power-delay proﬁles exhibit
clustering behavior, where a typical number of reﬂected
multipath components is four to ﬁve.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Considering
vehicle-to-infrastructure
(V2I)
communications, the license-free millimeter-wave
(mmwave) band with 60 GHz center frequency offers
several GHz of bandwidth, which is unrivaled to the
traditional V2I bands (around 760 MHz or 5.9 GHz
[1]). In addition, due to advances in mmwave
sampling hardware, broadband vehicular mmwave
communications has recently re-gained signiﬁcant
attention [2]. The research of mmwave radio
propagation intended for vehicular communication has
been going on for several decades; however, mostly
as narrowband systems. Meinel and Plattner [3] were
analyzing a narrowband mmwave communication
system for a infrastructure to train scenario already
in 1983. Akihito et al. [4] were investigating (also
narrowband) 60 GHz car-to-car communications in
2001. In [5], [6] path-loss results demonstrate a

two-ray fading behavior. Additional effects of road
surfaces have been investigated in [7]–[9].
Broadband vehicle-to-vehicle measurements (with
500 MHz bandwidth) are described in [10], where
measured delay and Doppler proﬁles of overtaking
vehicles in the 60 GHz band are presented; however, the time-varying power-delay proﬁle behavior
is not discussed and the antenna placement does
not match the intended V2I scenario. In [11], delay
and Doppler spreads of non-stationary vehicular 4×4
multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) channels are
researched; however, the frequency band is 54805520 MHz. The effect of vibrations caused by the
road surface quality or by the engine operation is
evaluated via delay-Doppler spreading functions with
several GHz of bandwidth in [12].
The analysis of static mmwave channels is already
well researched, see e.g. [13]–[15], where a K-factor
and root mean square (RMS) delay spread are evaluated for indoor channel. In [16], a MIMO intravehicular channel with a 10 GHz bandwidth is studied.
Contrarily, channel sounding concepts for dynamic
scenarios have only recently been proposed [17], [18].
With this background, the contributions of this paper
are following:
•

We provide exemplary power-delay proﬁles
for a typical V2I scenario considering a vehicular broadband mmwave channel.

•

Moreover, we provide analysis of the RMS
delay spread, which is affected by the passing
vehicles and thus exhibiting heteroscedasticity, i.e. a notable RMS delay spread standard

deviation variations over the measured time
period.
•

We also present a time-domain channel
sounder, which consists from off-the-shelf
parts and laboratory devices such as an oscilloscope or a bit sequence generator.
II.

S CENARIO D ESCRIPTION

The measured V2I site is located in the city of
Brno, Czech Republic. The campaign was conducted
in a urban-highway environment, where we have emulated the mmwave communication with an overhead
(roadside) infrastructure. Obviously, the higher the infrastructure access point is mounted, the higher is the
possibility to experience a line-of-sight propagation
towards the passing vehicles. In our case, the TX
is placed at our emulated toll-gate, where its height
above the road is around 5 m. The RX is placed at the
ground level with the antenna height of 1.6 m. The
photographs of the scene are depicted in Figure 2a.
Both the RX and TX are static; however, the trafﬁc
passing through the measured scene, effectively creating a moving scatterers, could represent an overtaking
maneuver of a vehicle imitated by the RX. We assume
that reﬂections with the receiver car are below the
receiver noise ﬂoor. Therefore, the receiver car is
omitted and replaced by a simpler tripod mounting.
The blue car (in Figure 2a only the rear part is visible)
serves as a carrier of the RX hardware and is not part
of the measured scenario.
III.

C HANNEL SOUNDER

In this section we provide a description of the
in-house built (from off-the-shelf components and
laboratory devices) channel sounder including a basic
theoretical background of the time-domain channel
sounding. A similar setup has been utilized in our
contributions [9], [12], [19]; however, the channel
sounder utilized in this paper is different as it consists from separate TX and RX sides. The 10 MHz
synchronization is done via a coaxial cable.
A. Principle of the channel sounder operations
The correlative channel sounder captures the transmission channel in the time domain. Another possibility is to perform the channel sounding in the frequency
domain, where the sounder usually requires notable
amount of time to sweep the measured band [20].
On the other hand, the time domain channel sounding
usually transmits a broadband pulse or sequence and
the need for the channel sweep time is mitigated.
As a result, the time domain sounding is much more
suitable for time-variant channels, which is the case
of the measured V2I scenario.

The time-variant channel is characterized by the
channel impulse response (CIR) and is written as [21]:
N (t)

h(t, τ ) =



αn (t)ej2πf t δ (τ − τn (t)) ,

(1)

n=1

where N is the number of propagation paths. Note
that in this measurement campaign, due to the antenna installation, the line-of-sight (LOS) components
hLOS (t, τ ) are always present. The summation with
the multipath components (MPCs) hMPC (t, τ ), i.e.:
h(t, τ ) = hLOS (t, τ ) + hMPC (t, τ ),

(2)

creates an alternative formula to (1). Correlative channel sounders often exploit properties of pseudo-noise
sequences. In this paper, we employ Golay sequences
[22] with autocorrelation Rxx forming a distinct triangular function. For the purpose of our measurement;
however, we simplify to Rxx ≈ δ(τ ). Thus, it is
possible to write:
y(t) = h(t) ⊗ x(t),

(3)

where y(t) is the received signal, x(t) represents the
transmitted Goaly sequence and ﬁnally ⊗ denotes the
linear convolution.
Since the transmitted Golay sequence is known
to the RX, it is possible to estimate the CIR from
the cross-correlation of the transmitted and received
signals x(t) and y(t) due to:
Rxy (τ ) = E{x∗ (t)y(t)} = h(t) ⊗ Rxx (τ ) ≈
≈ h(t) ⊗ δ(τ ) = h(t),

(4)

where E{} denotes for the expected value operator.
B. Measurement devices
The block scheme of the time-domain channel
sounder is depicted in Figure 1. Note that the channel
sounder is composed from off-the-shelf parts and
laboratory devices. As a sampling device, we use a
oscilloscope Tektronix MSO72004C performing as a
matched receiver with 50 GS/s sampling frequency
and 16 GHz bandwidth. This signal is ﬁltered in the
baseband with a microstrip low-pass ﬁlter with 8 GHz
bandwidth.
As for the TX, the Anritsu Signal Quality Analyzer MP1800A generates Golay sequences with 13
dBm output power and data rate 12.5 Gbit/s. To
improve the dynamic range, the low-noise and power
ampliﬁers QuinStar QLW-50754530-I2 and QPW50662330 were used. We also utilized the Sivers IMA
FC1003V/01 up and down converter to move the
signal to the band of interest.







 











Fig. 1: Photographs of the measurement site. TX side is elevated 5 m above the four-lane highway (counting both directions, equipped
with a metallic central barrier), emulating overhead roadside infrastructure installation, while RX is located on the side of the road (antenna
height is 1.6 m). The vehicles driving by the RX apparatus emulate the overtaking maneuver.
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The utilization of Golay pairs leads to reduced sidelobes in the correlation domain. Moreover, a method
utilizing a second Golay pair with inverted polarity is
used in order to further mitigate even-order spurious
interferences. The transmitted signal obeys the following pattern: [a, a, b, b, −a, −a, −b, −b]. Hence, the
total length of the transmitted sequence is 8L symbols.
This signal is then up-sampled with a factor of four,
leading to 4×8L = 65536 samples. More information
about this method and the channel sounder is in [23].
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(a) Time-domain correlative channel sounder utilizing Golay
sequences, stable external RF source and a matched receiver.
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(b) Measured gain pattern of the open-ended WR15 waveguide
in the E–plane and the H–plane for the 55-65 GHz frequency
range.

Fig. 2: Channel sounder and utilized WR 15 OEW antennas.

Taking into account that we employ 50 GS/s
sampling frequency and that the internal memory of
the oscilloscope is 31.25 MS, we are able to capture
492 channel snapshots into the fast internal memory
of the oscilloscope. The 492 channel snapshots form
a power-delay proﬁle (PDP) recording. Between each
channel recording, there is a pause required for data
download.
IV.

M EASUREMENT R ESULT

The measurement results are represented by a set
of time-varying PDP recordings, where each recoding
captures approx. 0.5 s with a sampling frequency of
1/820 μs in the time domain (in the delay domain, the
sampling is 1/20 ps). Due to a relatively short duration
of the recording, we took a photograph of the scene
both from the RX and TX positions. Thus, we obtain
information about the vehicle’s conﬁguration on the
road and their individual type and size.

C. Real-time data processing

A. U-shaped reﬂections

The transmitted Golay sequence consists of two
complementary sequences a and b. In our case, the
length of both sequences is L = 2048. Now, the Golay
pair is transmitted twice (forming a cyclic preﬁx-like
pattern), meaning that the total length of the pair is 4L.

The exemplary PDPs are depicted in Figure 3.
In Figure 3a, the LOS component is visible together
with the reﬂection from a metallic central barrier,
effectively forming a clutter (as known from the radar
signal processing). The moving vehicles are distinctly
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(a) The moving vehicles induce a shadowing effect. Therefore,
between t = 0.15 s and t = 0.30 s, the reﬂection from the
central barrier vanishes, consequently the RMS delay spread
exhibits heteroscedasticity.
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(b) Multiple reﬂections originating from a single vehicle and forming
a clusters 1 and 2 of the multipath components with similar delay
domain characteristics.

Fig. 3: Representative example of time-varying power-delay proﬁles.

visible as the U-shaped MPC clusters. The U-shape is
determined by the vehicle speed and its radar crosssection. In the majority of cases, the dead center
(where the MPC delay is minimized) of the U-shaped
MPC cluster is the most powerful part of the vehicle’s
reﬂection. The dead center of the U-shaped MPCs
cluster exhibits the smallest accumulated distance
(TX-reﬂection-RX) among other reﬂections originating from a single vehicle. Therefore, we deduce that
the strongest reﬂections come from the side of the
passing vehicle, as this conﬁgurations forms a isosceles triangle (from TX to the reﬂection and ﬁnally to
the RX). This implies that the simplistic geometrical
optics and the Snell’s law is to a certain extend
relevant also in the mmwave propagation description.
In the case of long vehicles, e.g. buses, the middle
part of the U-shaped reﬂections are straightened and
forms a line in the PDP.
B. Heteroscedasticity of the RMS delay spread
The sudden presence of a strong reﬂector or even
a number of strong reﬂectors has its implications to
the normalized second-order central moment of the
PDP, i.e. to the RMS delay spread. In Figure 4, we
compare 8 superimposed PDP recordings, where the
mean RMS delay spread is around 3.5 ns and was
determined considering a static measured scene, i.e.
without vehicles. Note, that here we do not consider
e.g. the effects of wind and other minor sources of
variability. The presence of a strong reﬂecting object
can alter the RMS delay spread notably. In our case,
the presence of vehicles reduce the RMS delay spread
from the 3.5 ns by 1.5 ns, meaning that the reduction
is around 40%. Thus, the RMS delay spread exhibits
heteroscedasticity. The presence of cars induce the
strong MPC clusters at short delays, the energy is

hence more concentrated close to the LOS delay.
C. Shadowing and MPC Clustering
In Figure 3a, we can see a shadowing effect,
where the presence of car 1 and car 2 causes the
central barrier reﬂection to disappear. In Figure 3b,
several reﬂections originating from a single vehicle
are visible. Moreover, some reﬂections are parallel,
showing similar delay-domain characteristics and thus
forming a MPC cluster. Typical number of distinct
reﬂections from a single vehicle are 4 to 5 reﬂections.
V.

C ONCLUSION

We have conducted ﬁrst broadband (with 8 GHz
bandwidth) V2I mmwave channel measurements
demonstrating the power-delay proﬁles of the vehicles
passing through the measurement scene. We have
considered a V2I scenario with an overhead access
point installation. The measured data shows notable
heteroscedasticity of the RMS delay spread caused
by a stochastic appearance of strongly reﬂecting objects (cars passing through the measurement location).
Moreover, we show that a passenger car usually reﬂects a number of MPCs with similar characteristics,
thus showing distinct clustering behavior.
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